Talarian
TOS era and beyond
Talarians are a Xenophobic species, & will normally wear gloves when in the
company of other species to avoid touching an "alien" directly. Removing the
gloves & touching someone with the bare hands is a sign of affection &
respect. Bowing is considered a sign of respect, affection & solidarity. When
meeting a close person, the bowing is extended by touching arms & gently
pressing foreheads.

NAMES: Talarian names are usually short, but have a less gruff or rugged
sound than most words in their language. The names Endar & Jono are good
examples of Talarian nomenclature.

EXAMPLE VALUE: Constantly testing one's capabilities promotes strength.
Attributes: Control +1, Daring +1, Fitness +2, Presence -1,
TRAIT:
Talarians are characterized by a distinctive hairless enlargement of the
coronal area of the skull extending in 2 lobes to the back of the head.
Talarian blood is red, & Talarians are prone to radiation burns &
respiratory distress. Otherwise their physique is very similar to humans &
Human/Talarian hybrids are possible without too many complications.
Talents:
Talarian, or with GM's Permission.

Trained from Birth
Requirement:
When you make a Security task, you ignore the 1st complication rolled. In
addition, if you are making an opposed task using Security, you generate
1 Momentum for each complication your opponent suffers. Bonus
Momentum may not be saved.

Cruel
Requirement:
You are cruel & have a reputation to match it. When you attempt a Task to
identify the weaknesses or flaws of an enemy you reduce Difficulty by 1.
If the enemy has a trait which reflects this weakness, you may re-roll a
single d20 on the next attack or persuasion Task you attempt vs them.

The B'Nar
Requirement:
A Talarian will perform The B'Nar when in mourning or cut off from other
Talarians. After he has made the B'Nar for a length of time = to Fitness
score, he immediately regains all Stress points. Also, making the B'Nar is
so enheartening to a Talarian that he gains 1d20 to Control or Fitness rolls
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